
Let us travel around Warrens 
 
 
We started from the C.O. Williams Construction site office and travelled north to 
the Darcy Scott roundabout into left lane and proceeded up the Cummins section 
of the ABC Highway to EXIT West 
 
We took a look at the “Tear Drop” configuration there where the traffic can flow 
smoothly into the KFC drive-through without any blockage of the main 
carriageway. There is a solid YELLOW Line in the road which indicates to 
motorists that they cannot come up EXIT WEST and right turn across the traffic 
into KFC. 
Similarly those entering the new multi-storey building cannot cross that SOLID 
Yellow line but would have to go down to the KFC roundabout and return; hence 
it is more practical for you to come in from the KFC roundabout in the first place. 
See diagram attached 
 
We then went back to the Darcy Scott into right lane which could have taken us 
to the Everton Weekes but we went right around this in right lane and eventually 
crossed easily over into Simpson’s using the broken line and our vehicle traffic 
signals 
 
We explained that entry can be made to Williams Industrial Complex at Warrens 
at that point off the roundabout, or further along where the new Williams building 
is going up. The traffic from Warrens Industrial Complex can only exit however at 
this point of entry since there is a NO ENTRY from the Williams Complex into the 
one-way inner road to Simpson Motors. 
 
We then made our exit from Simpson’s and crossed lanes as we needed the 
right lane to take us around the Darcy Scott. (This manoeuvre cannot be made 
by forcing yourself across the two lanes at right angle to you exit from Simpsons). 
This right lane could take us to Everton Weekes, the supermarket and gas 
station, up the hill to UWI or right around and up the hill to Redman’s, which is 
what we did. Once again your vehicle traffic signals are most important. 
The middle lane ONLY will take us back to the Everton Weekes. You cannot 
turn right across the traffic when using this middle lane. 
See diagram 
 
We explained the lollipop and the new roundabout at Welches which is in the 
process of being constructed to facilitate easy entry and exit at that cross road, 
bearing in mind that we will soon have some more residents and commercial 
activity in that area. 
We turned right to Millennium Heights and explained the traffic solution for the 
residents in Welches Heights which is north of Automotive Art. 
 



We then went into Jackson where the new roundabout is being placed around 
the Sandbox tree. We discussed the effectiveness of this solution for the traffic 
entering and exiting from One Accord Plaza. We explained the dual lanes to 
Everton Weekes with NO RIGHT TURNS into or out of the buildings along that 
Jackson corridor.  
 
We took the right lane and went to back to the Darcy Scott Roundabout crossing 
into the left lane using the electronic traffic signals on our vehicle; we gave away 
to traffic on our right before proceeding to Chefette and CGI; we remained in the 
left lane at KFC to SuperCentre and joined the one-way clockwise traffic around 
NHC Office Building travelling into the left lane on the southern side to Lodge Hill 
and PriceSmart. 
 
We went left again at PriceSmart to NHC and returned to the site office where we 
showed this group of our important stakeholders other aspects of the project 
such as the turnstile at Redman’s House eliminating the traffic lights at the 
Redman’s gas station; and the roundabout to be constructed at 
PriceSmaryt/Mannor Lodge which will accommodate the smooth entry and exit 
into Friendship Drive as well as the entry and exit of those from Lodge Hill and 
Eden lodge onto Green Hill. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mike A. Williams 
Communications Consultant 
mikewill@caribsurf.com 
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